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About my works…
Creating in space is the biggest passion of mine. Colours and shapes’s are endlessly
combining and the experiment is above everything. This experiment can turn out well or
wrong, but it keeps going on anyway.
My proximate interest is mostly the world of jewelleries, accessories and statuettes, and such
brings man and the object closer towards each other. Hence the question is arised: what kind
of features are belong to the material’s functions and its technical possibilities. How the vision
of the object changes on closer examination (in case of jewellery the body has a true
significant function), what colour it is, how light affects it and what kind of touch it has.
Being aware of the classical processes I prefer creating new objects with modern
technologies and producing new technics. The various technics and the application of
technologies to create an object is true for all field of applied art. The given technology and its
relationship with the material is crucial, but not exclusive. There are many innovations for
special materials in the product design, but sometimes the innovation is of use for a totally
different one as well. This interaction always gives me inspiration. A photo from childhood, a
walnut grinder or baking a cake can lead me to the birth of a new object.
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